MONTHLY DATA SUBMISSION PROCESS PROCESS UPDATES
AUGUST 2021

West Midlands Pension Fund

EMPLOYERS’
BRIEFING NOTE
Further to the Employers’ Briefing Note issued in May 2021, please find detailed below the updates to the Monthly Submission
Process that will be effective from Wednesday 11th August 2021.
The following changes have been made:
Zero error submissions
Auto-population of employer Primary Contribution rate
New validation stage for employer Web Remittance Advice stage
Opt-outs within three months
Re-load file option

Zero Error Submissions
An outstanding errors check has been added so that you will no longer be able to proceed past the View Error Rows stage until
all data errors have been cleared. Once all errors have been resolved – the ‘close’ button should be selected on the error rows
list, and the Next - To Execute Data stage will then be enabled

If the Close button is selected but there are still errors, the next stage will not be enabled. You will need to click View Error Rows
again and resolve the remaining errors before you can continue
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Once all errors have been corrected, the Next - To Execute Data stage is enabled after the Close button is selected

Auto-population of employer primary contribution rate
At the Employer Web Remittance Advice stage, the ‘Employer Contribution Rate’ (EMPLOYERCONTRATE) column will be
automatically populated with your organisation’s Primary Contribution Rate (formerly known as Future Service Rate) applicable
for the relevant period.

New validation stage for employer web remittance advice stage
A new action has been added to the web remittance advice stage that will ask you to “Confirm all totals/contribution rates have
been checked & validated”. If the auto-check finds that some of the data entries have not been validated the process instructions
will change from this:
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to this:

You will need to re-select the Edit & validate Remittance Advice action and validate any remaining entries by clicking Save and
Validate in the web remittance advice data entry screen to re-run the auto-check.
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To move to the next stage, you will need to click on Confirm all totals/contribution rates have been checked and validated again

Opt-outs within three months

Re-load file option

Members opting out within 3 months of joining will be
processed in the same way as those opting out within 1 month
of joining (i.e. you will no longer need to submit a “Query about
employee” process via the Employer Hub as these will be
submitted via the monthly data collection process instead).

There is now the option within the monthly submission process
for you to return to the start stage and re-load the data file,
providing you have not already executed the data.

For this functionality to work you will need to ensure that the
following fields are populated on the monthly data file:
• Column BB: Date opt-out received by employer

If you have any queries in relation to the above changes, or
any other aspect of Employer Hub or WMPF processes,
please do not hesitate to contact us:

• Column BD: Opt-out flag = Y (must be an upper-case ‘Y’)

• Raise an Employer or Member specific query

• Column BE: Opt-out Date is populated and is within 3
months of ‘Date Joined Scheme’

• Email - general queries:
wmpfemployerliaison2@wolverhampton.gov.uk

• Column BF: Opt-out reason (‘AE’ for auto enrolment or ‘C’
for contractual)

• Email - monthly submissions:
wmpfmonthlysubs@wolverhampton.gov.uk

• Employee Pension Contributions must be less than zero,
i.e. you need to show that the member’s contributions that
have been refunded through the payroll as a negative
value on the monthly data file.

• Raise a query via the Employer Hub

Contact us

• Contact number: 0300 111 6516
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